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## Title:
**Raphy Valdez De Silva vs. Donald De Silva and Republic of the Philippines**

## Facts:
1. **Relationship and Marriage:**
– Raphy Valdez De Silva and Donald De Silva were high school sweethearts.
– Despite Donald’s infidelity and gambling issues, they married on June 25, 2005.
– The union did not produce any children.

2. **Marital Troubles:**
– A week after their marriage, Raphy discovered Donald had used their monetary gifts for
gambling.
– Donald squandered any financial capital provided by Raphy on his vices.
– Raphy had to work extra shifts to support their needs.

3. **Abuse and Misconduct:**
– Donald subjected Raphy to verbal and physical abuse when she refused funds for his
gambling.
– He maintained extramarital relationships and would be away from home for days.
– Donald threatened to kill Raphy’s family and burned her mother’s house if not financially
supported.

4. **Attempted Reconciliation and Legal Actions:**
– Raphy filed a petition for the nullity of marriage due to psychological incapacity under
Article 36 of the Family Code on July 24, 2012.
– She presented Dr. Nedy L. Tayag’s psychological assessment that diagnosed Donald with
Anti-Social Personality Disorder.
– They also obtained a Barangay Protection Order (BPO) against Donald.

5. **Lower Court’s Decision:**
– The Regional Trial Court (RTC) ruled in favor of Raphy on November 11, 2015, declaring
the marriage void due to Donald’s psychological incapacity.

6. **Appeal in the Court of Appeals:**
– Donald appealed, and the Court of Appeals (CA) reversed the RTC’s decision on February
26, 2019.
– The CA found insufficiency in the psychological incapacity evidence presented by Raphy.
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7. **Supreme Court Review:**
– Raphy filed a petition for review on certiorari with the Supreme Court.
– Supreme Court Decision resolves the legal issues raised.

## Issues:
1.  **Is  there  clear  and  convincing  evidence  that  Donald  suffers  from a  psychological
condition severe enough to render him incapable of fulfilling marital obligations?**

2. **Was the root cause of Donald’s psychological incapacity adequately established?**

## Court’s Decision:

### Issue 1: Clear and Convincing Evidence of Psychological Condition
– **Evidence Considered:**
– Petitioner’s testimony, witness accounts, and documentation.
–  Clinical  psychologist  Dr.  Tayag’s  assessment  identified  Donald  as  having  Anti-Social
Personality Disorder.
– Physical and verbal abuse, financial irresponsibility, extramarital affairs, etc.
– **Ruling:**
– The Court found the evidence provided by Raphy sufficiently clear and convincing.
– Petitioner evidenced that Donald’s incapacity was enduring, antedated the marriage, and
was severe enough.

### Issue 2: Establishment of Root Cause
– **Psychological Report Validity:**
– Dr. Tayag’s report, albeit challenged for its reliance on secondary sources and a brief
phone interview, was viewed in conjunction with other compelling behavioral evidence and
testimonies.
– **Interpretation of Incapacity:**
– The Court recognized the evaluation’s consistency with observable behaviors and the
historical context of Donald’s actions, predating the marriage.
– **Ruling:**
– The Supreme Court found the report and corroborating evidence collectively established
the root cause.
– Donald’s psychological incapacity was thus legally severe and incurable.

## Doctrine:
– **Article 36 of the Family Code:**
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–  Psychological  incapacity  must  be  grave,  deeply  rooted  (juridical  antecedence),  and
incurable.
– **Guidelines Restated in Tan-Andal v. Andal:**
– Evidence must meet the standard of clear and convincing, higher than preponderance but
less than beyond a reasonable doubt.
– Psychological incapacity covers severe aspects of personality, which need not always be
pathologized but must significantly affect essential marital duties.
– Evaluations must balance expert insight with lay witnesses’  testimonies on behaviors
consistently observed.

## Class Notes:
– **Key Elements and Concepts:**
– **Psychological Incapacity:** Grave, longstanding, incurable conditions impairing marital
duties.
– **Clear and Convincing Evidence Standard:** Higher than the preponderance of evidence,
persuasive.
– **Totality of Evidence:** Combination of expert and lay evidence; evaluation integrated
into overall case context.
– **Burden of Proof:** On petitioner to establish marital nullity convincingly.

– **Statutory Provisions:**
– **Article 36, Family Code:** Void marriages due to psychological incapacity.
– **Article I, Family Code:** Marriage as an inviolable social institution, protected by law.

– **Application and Interpretation:**
– Psychological incapacity interpreted flexibly but necessitates persuasive, multi-faceted
evidence.
– Courts encouraged to evaluate deficiencies and incapacity collaboratively through multiple
sources.

## Historical Background:
– **Psychological Incapacity Standard Evolution:**
–  Initially  inclusive  and  flexible,  recent  jurisprudence  (Molina)  added  constraining
guidelines.
–  **Tan-Andal  v.  Andal  Review:** Evolved back to a balanced interpretation protecting
marital sanctity while considering modern psychological insights.


